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Taking Ground Robots to the Next Level

In order to realize the true potential of the Minitaur legged robot 
platform, Ghost Robotics turned to VectorNav’s VN-100 
IMU/AHRS to provide highly accurate, high speed attitude data. 
The innovative direct-drive leg design and unique bipedal 
motion of the Minitaur provide superior mobility in a range of 
challenging environments and terrains, enabling the robot to 
run, jump and even climb.

COMPANY PROFILE

Ghost Robotics develops patent pending direct-drive (gear-
less) legged robots for instantaneous and highly-precise 
force feedback applications, offering superior operability 
over wheeled and tracked robots. Ghost is privately held 
and backed by the University of Pennsylvania and PCI 
Ventures, with offices in Philadelphia.

APPLICATION
Ground Robotics

VECTORNAV PRODUCT
VN-100 IMU/AHRS

GHOST ROBOTICS PRODUCT
Ghost Minitaur

INTRODUCTION

Ghost Robotics is revolutionizing legged robotics and the 
market for small to medium unmanned ground vehicles 
(SUGV, UGVs) used in rough, unstructured terrain and harsh 
environments with the Ghost Minitaur. The Minitaur is a medi-
um-sized, fast, lightweight and dynamic direct-drive legged 
robot platform for developing commercial unmanned ground 
vehicles (UGVs), advanced gait and locomotion research, and 
machine learning and training applications. The Minitaur’s 
unique leg design and custom motor controllers provide 
distinct advantages over legacy UGV platforms.

CHALLENGES
Legged locomotion poses a careful challenge in both coordi-
nation and balance that requires very precise state estimation 
to coordinate multiple degrees of freedom. The Minitaur 
employs a bounding gait, in which the direct-drive motors and 
unique leg design behave in a “spring-like” behavior to enable 
the robot to traverse rough and difficult terrain. This bounding 
gait provided a significant challenge to source a inertial 
measurement solution that was capable of providing highly 
accurate attitude estimation over the full range of dynamics 
the Minitaur would operate over. To illustrate, the robot can run 
at speeds of up to 2 m/s (2.2 mph), achieve angular velocities 
of 10 rad/s (570°/s) and experience 10 g impacts when landing 
from a large jump.

Ghost Robotics’ Ghost Minitaur UGV

Ghost Robotics uses VN-100 IMU/AHRS to provide accurate attitude.
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ABOUT VECTORNAV
VectorNav Technologies is a leading developer and manufacturer of high 
performance inertial navigation systems using the latest in MEMS sensor and 
GPS/GNSS technology. Since its founding in 2008, VectorNav has provided 
systems integrators in the Military, Aerospace, Marine, and Robotics industries 
with inertial navigation solutions with best-in-class price to performance ratios.

The team decided to integrate the VN-100 Surface Mount Device into the 
Minitaur PCB, “the SMD option allows us to tightly integrate the VN-100 into 
our custom electronics without necessitating additional housing etc.,” says 
Gavin. “The SMD version also offers interface via SPI, which is great because 
the SPI clock speed can be significantly higher than the UART baud rate” 
says Avik De, co-founder of Ghost Robotics.

The small form factor, low weight, low-power and high performance of the 
VN-100 enabled Ghost Robotics to maximize the performance of the Minitaur 
battery life, with the robot able to stand for 6.75 hours and run at full speed for 
20 minutes. One of the additional advantages of the VectorNav Industrial 
Series SMDs is that they share a common footprint, pin-out and protocol 
which has enabled Ghost Robotics to provide not only a high accuracy orien-
tation sensor but also a fully functional Inertial Navigation System (INS) in the 
future by using the VN-200. Versions of the Minitaur with the integrated 
VN-200 will enable users to build additional functionality such as waypoint 
navigation, return-to-home and geolocation.

CHALLENGES (continued)

The Ghost team initially started working with a commercially available uncal-
ibrated Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) but quickly came to realize that they 
required a higher level of accuracy in order to achieve the required behav-
iors. They moved on to an industrial grade IMU from another supplier which 
provided improved accuracy, however lacked sufficient range to accommo-
date the large angular rates the Minitaur experienced.

While the Ghost Robotics team was based at the University of Pennsylvania 
GRASP (General Robotics, Automation, Sensing & Perception) Laboratory, 
they worked alongside other researchers using the VN-100 IMU/AHRS for 
SLAM (simultaneous localization and mapping) applications on small auton-
omous aerial vehicles. “The VN-100 has an excellent reputation, and satisfied 
all our testing criteria” says Gavin Kenneally, co-founder of Ghost Robotics.

HOW VECTORNAV HELPED
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“We are very satisfied with the VN-100 and all of the support VectorNav has provided. The bipedal walking behavior that the 
Minitaur is able to perform is only possible with this high performance VN-100 IMU.” says Avik. Ghost Robotics is receiving great 
interest from the market, for use in research, commercial and military applications and is in the process of building their first 
commercially viable legged robot scheduled for release in 2018. Ghost plans to build a full portfolio of small to medium scale 
ruggedized field-grade UGV platforms in the coming years.

RESULTS, RETURN ON INVESTMENT AND FUTURE PLANS

NAVIGATION & IMU
Heading (Magnetic) 2.0 ° RMS
Pitch/Roll   0.5 ° RMS
Accelerometer Range ±16 g
Gyroscope Range  ±2000 °/s
Max Output Rate   800 Hz

PHYSICAL & ELECTRICAL
Interface   Serial TTL, SPI
Dimensions  36 x 33 x 9.5 mm
Weight   16 g
Max Power Consumption 500 mW

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

About Ghost Robotics:
www.ghostrobotics.io

About VectorNav Technologies:
www.vectornav.com

About the Ghost Minitaur:
www.ghostrobotics.io/minitaur

About the VN-100:
www.vectornav.com/products/vn-100
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